
SHORT DIE CUTS

RAGGED DIE CUTS

EXCESSIVE RULE WEAR

UNNECESSARY DIE REPAIRS

POOR PRINT-TO-CUT REGISTER

EXCESSIVE ANVIL BLANKET WEAR

DOWNTIME FOR BLANKET ROTATION

Die cutting’s 
7 biggest
productivity
problems 
are solvedby a

single
component.
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The Problem

At the point of the cut, a battle for control of the sheet takes place inside a rotary die cutter. The die cylinder is

rotating at one speed, while, all too often, the anvil cylinder is rotating at another. This pulling results in poor

quality die cuts, blanks which are too short and cuts with ragged edges.

Several factors can cause blank length variation. Probably the worst, and most common, is unevenly worn anvil

blankets. This wear causes a variation in the anvil diameter which further increases the speed differences

between the cutting die and anvil. To compensate, operators often use excessive impression settings in an

attempt to overcome the poor contact with the lowest points on the anvil blankets. This only makes the problem

worse. In order to get a clean cut, the cutting die must penetrate deeply into the anvil’s highest points, thereby

causing greater wear on each of the component parts. This additional impression can also cause registration and

printing problems that will have an ill effect on the finished product and require slower production speeds.

Dicar’s Simple Solution

The patented Equalizer

compensates for these factors

by using a free floating bearing,

mounted on a chrome plated cylinder, to“equalize” the anvil’s speed to that of the cutting

die. Long-life Dicar boltless blankets are secured to the bearing, providing an ideal cutting surface. 

The bearing allows the penetrating cutting rule to set the speed of the anvil cylinder, thereby eliminating

the speed differences and producing accurate die-cuts. 
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The Dicar Equalizer® with Equamount™

Enhanced Productivity – Blanket
Rotation That Takes Just Minutes 

Maximizing production hours is more important today

than ever. Without Dicar’s Equalizer, blanket rotation is

a tedious, tiresome, time consuming process. It is often

ignored because of the machine productivity lost during

the rotation. The Equalizer with Equamount directly

addresses this by dramatically reducing blanket rotation

times. In fact, rotation of covers is now so simple that it

can be done by a single operator in less than five

minutes. It’s so fast that many plants choose to rotate

every day, and some, every shift.

Rotation also eliminates the need for most anvil

trimming or grinding. Many users report that a program

of frequent rotation doubles the life of a set of anvil

blankets, dramatically increasing cover life while

enhancing the quality of the finished die-cut. 

With the Equalizer’s
Equamount System,
One Man Can Rotate
an Entire Set of
Blankets in Less Than
Five Minutes. 

The operator simply:

� Removes only one of the outer
retaining rings.

� Uses the special Equamount tool
to easily and quickly remove only
one blanket. 
Note that Dicar’s patented Equamount 

lock-up does not require bolts.

� Lifts off the 2 bearing pieces found
under the blanket.

� Slides the remaining
blanket/bearing sections over.

� Reinstalls the bearing, blanket, and
retaining ring at the opposite end.
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D E P E N D A B L E

®

Equalizer and the Dicar Logo are Registered Trademarks of Dicar, Inc.. Equamount and True Blue are Trademarks.

10 Bloomfield Avenue, Pine Brook, New Jersey  07058  USA  •  Phone 973-575-1441 • Fax 973-575-5427 
Via email: dicar@dicar.com or visit www.dicar.com

Worldwide offices including:
Dicar B.V. • Phone +31 512 582682 • Fax +31 512 582688 • P.O. Box 533, 9200 AM Drachten, Holland

With local European offices serving all of Europe

Piggy-Back Effect Eliminated
It’s common to utilize 2-up cutting dies as a

means of doubling production. For every kick of

the machine two pieces of finished product are

produced. But all too often, the second piece comes out shorter than the first even though the dies for

both pieces are the same. This is the ‘piggy-back’ effect. It is caused by a speed difference between the

cutting die and anvil. The Dicar Equalizer eliminates this problem by removing speed differences and

compensating for anvil blanket wear which can cause them.  And, the more consistent the anvil surface,

the faster the die cutter can run. 

Reliability
Since 1989 over 1,000 Dicar Equalizers have been installed on new machines and as upgrades to existing

machinery. Equalizers have helped boxmakers address die cutting inefficiencies and deliver far greater

dimensional accuracy to their customer than ever possible with conventional die-cutting methods.

Universal Versatility
The Dicar Equalizer system is available for most new and existing rotary die-cutters. Existing Equalizer

systems can be easily upgraded to the new, time saving, Equamount system.

True Blue™

Dicar’s True Blue anvil covers are the industry’s most rugged and reliable covers. Using a special

urethane formulated to not only provide a product that is long-lasting and reliable, eachTrue Blue

cover is manufactured to perfectly fit and deliver the highest possible accuracy on today’s 

rotary die-cutters.
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